A zebrafish model exemplifies the long preclinical period of motor neuron disease

To the Editor, The article ‘Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis: a long preclinical period?’ is an interesting and thought-provoking review. We commend the authors for raising the profile of early embryonic and preclinical stages that are currently poorly explored in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) research.

In relation to these concepts, we would like to highlight recent, important work on a zebrafish model of ALS that contributes to the concept of preclinical change. Specifically, we have developed a sod1 zebrafish model of ALS/motor neuron disease (MND) and demonstrated that zebrafish, like mice and humans, show hallmark features of ALS, suggesting that the zebrafish provides an excellent model system to study motor neuron disease. Additionally, the transparency and ex vivo development of embryos enables one to trace early embryonic changes in disease pathogenesis. As a follow-up to the original study, our further studies have established that the temporal changes in neuronal populations and circuitry were evident from the earliest embryonic stages to adulthood.

Using the sod1 zebrafish transgenic model carrying a fluorescent hsp70-DsRed reporter of neuronal stress, we demonstrated that different neurons at successive stages of the disease show evidence of neuronal stress detected by the activation of the heat shock response. The earliest neurons to exhibit neuronal stress were the inhibitory interneurons, with almost 50% of the glycinergic interneurons in the spinal cord showing neuronal stress in early zebrafish embryos at 24 h postfertilisation. This stress is followed by a reduction in the glycinergic input to motor neurons, as evidenced by a reduced frequency of spontaneous glycnergic miniature postsynaptic currents (mPSCs) in motor neurons of sod1 mutant embryos. What was most interesting was that this did not immediately activate a stress response in motor neurons, as all the motor neurons in the spinal cord did not exhibit DsRed expression at this stage. However, by adult stages (6-month-old zebrafish), the cholinergic motor neurons started showing neuronal stress. The stressed motor neurons additionally showed denervation changes at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ). Indeed, by examining DsRed expression in motor neuron axons, we found that NMJ denervation occurred exclusively in the synapses arising from stressed cells. While the delay in the onset of stress response in the motor neurons may reflect the increased threshold for activation of the stress response in motor neurons, the fact that stress was induced in the motor neurons in the symptomatic stages of the disease further supports the concept that research on extramotor neuronal involvement during the preclinical period of ALS is warranted.

Additionally, we showed that riluzole, the only drug approved to ameliorate the disease course in ALS, reduces this early neuronal stress at the embryonic stage, which supports the concept that the neuronal stress response model is a valid way to detect early neuronal changes during disease pathogenesis in ALS (figure 1).

The review from Eisen and colleagues combined with our data has key implications for the development of therapies for ALS as it becomes crucial to know how early in the disease intervention needs to be initiated to enable a significant impact on disease progression. If late-stage intervention as currently practised in the clinic provides minimal benefit, it becomes even more important that the focus be shifted towards earlier diagnosis and treatment. Additionally, molecular targets for intervention change at different stages of disease and hence need to be hierarchically categorised and prioritised for drug discovery and development.

Figure 1 Chronic preclinical changes in sod1 zebrafish model of ALS. As early as 24 hpf (embryos), the zebrafish embryos show neuronal stress predominantly in the inhibitory interneurons of the spinal cord. By 96 hpf (larvae), a reduction in inhibitory input to motor neurons is observed, suggesting lack of sufficient innervation by inhibitory interneurons on the motor neurons and/or denervation of existing inhibitory synapses on motor neurons. Interestingly, the motor neurons do not show neuronal stress at this time. However, over a span of a few months (adults), motor neurons in the adult spinal cord show neuronal stress and the synapses of stressed motor neurons show clear abnormalities at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ). Thus, in the mutant sod1 zebrafish model, gradual and incremental changes occur within the neural circuit to finally impact on motor neurons and their accompanying neuromuscular connectivity. hpf, hours postfertilisation.
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